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INTRODUCTION

Many industrial firms in the United States are relocating because of ex-

pansion, shifting markets, steadily mounting freight costs, the need for new

labor reservoirs, the desire to operate in small low-cost communities, or spe-

cial requirements for new production facilities. Geographic location of firms,

as a result, has become increasingly important to industry when compared with

the accepted in?)ortance of sound management, modern plant structure, and shrewd

merchandising policies. Some firms realize a differential of as much as ten

per cent of total manufacturing and distribution costs simply by virtue of

geography.

Unfortunately, few real advances can be claimed in the method of deter-

mining where new plants should be built. Far too often, decisions are made

with little regard for the minute organizational details considered to be so

essential in actual production. In spite of the seriousness of the problem,

there have been developed no definite guide lines to follow in the field of

plant location. Over 13 thousand agencies, such as industrial development com-

missions, utility and ra;ilroad development groups, local chambers of commerce,

et cetera, operate in the United States today seeking to attract industry to

the areas represented by these agencies. Such agencies, together with the

manufacturing firms themselves, are still searching for a concise method of

manipulating the great number of factors required to reach a decision in plant

location. •

At this point it should be mentioned that many of the industrial giants

Leonard C. lassen, Plant Location , p. 5»

^ F. E. Le Van, "What Du Pont Looks for in Site Selection," Industrial

Development . Decanber 1959, 128 !6.
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appear to have developed a workable technique of plant location by virtue of

the number of plants which they have located and idiich are in operation. The

techniques used by such firms are neither available for critical analysis nor

for common usage, and therefore contribute little to our knowledge of the sub-

ject.

In considering the problem of plant location, the actual analysis may be

broken down into the following areas: »

1) Determination of factors to be considered.

2) Determination of the relative importance of these factors.

3) Manipulation and analysis of the factors necessary to reach a

decision.

This thesis is an attempt to examine only the method of analyzing and ma-

nipulating location factors. In this study the use of symbolic logic in the

field of plant location will be introduced. The system of symbolic logic ap-

pears to lend itself to this type Of problem, although no evidence has been

found of previous applications in this field. It is felt that the character-

istics of symbolic logic, \diich enable one to form concise and unambiguous

statements of complex propositions, qualify this technique as one method of

solving the plant location problem. It is hoped that this preliminary work

may lead to the later development of an effecient technique of analysis, us-

able by firms interested in relocating and by communities seeking new industry.
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PLANT LOCATION IN INDUSTRY TODAY

Importance

The r^roblem of plant location is of special interest to two distinct -

groups- The first group includes firms seeking a location at which their bus-

iness can be successfully carried on. The second fjroup includes those persons

seeking to attract industry to a given place. This gr-oup is comprised of

railroad and utility area development groups, promoters of industrial parks,

local chambers of commerciB, rea.' estate interests, and others.

Although these groups approach the problem from opposite sides, they share

a common goal. This goal is the successful location of an industrial firm.

With this sharing of goals it is not uncommon to find the efforts of the

groups pooled to reach their objective,.
, ...

Increased activity concerned with plant location problems is shovm bv

the number of firms "on the move" and by the number of groups engaged in

attempting to influence the location decisions of these firms. This height-

ened activity indicates increased importance being assigned to plant location

problems, and there seems to be a sound basis for this increase.

itYora the standpoint of the first group, changes in the relative importance

of plant location considerations are largely a result of technological changes.

1) Improvements in transportation may drastically reduce the time

required to get a product to the market from distant points of production,

thus decreasing the advantage of local suppliers. At the same time, how-

ever, transportation costs have increased in the past decade.

2) Technical changes have also changed the skills required in the

workforce producing an item. Division of labor has made operations pos-

sible in an area vd.th a work force having little or no industrial back-
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ground because the limited number of skilled personnel needed can be

imported,

3) The greater mobility of the population as a whole has caused

massive shifts in population centers and radically altered market poten-

tialities, thus causing a constant change in the competitive value of a

given location. ' '

A recent study cited specific differences which were fo\ind to exist among

communities studied. ' Measured from one extreme condition to the opposite ex-

treme, the differences were as follows?

1) Four and one half year differential in median school years com-

pleted,

700 per cent difference in the number of engineers and scien-

tists per 1000 population.
45 t-o 1 ratio of mental rejects by Selective Service,

Difference in average hourly wages in manufacturing of as much
as 77 cents per hour.
Crime ratio 40 times higher in some locations.

Per Capita debt of $350 in some places, one dollar in others.

Per cent non~farm workers organized by unions six times as great

in one location as in another.
Work stoppages per 1,000,000 non-farm employees were 12 times as

great in one place as another.
Accidental death rate four times as high in some locations.

Voting rate varied from 22,1 to 77 '3 per cent.

Community chest contributions 12 times as high in some places.

3
4

5)
6

7

8

9
10

These figures serve as a representative picture of the variations which man-

agement might encounter in their- plant location studies. Realization of these

variations must be added to the factors influencing manufacturers to place new

emphasis on obtaining the most advantageous relocation, initial location or

branch plant location. t.. . . ..

From the standpoint of the second group, the increased interest in plant

location is a resxilt of a new awareness of the worth of industry as a part

"Area Development Guide," by publishers of Industrial Development,
vol. 1, p. 3-1

•
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of the coinitiunity. As a result of improved transportation and production fa=

cilities, companies found that they were able to relocate in an area vdiere

cheaper labor was available or where the type of labor needed was available,

where there was ample space for expansion, or where a greater share of the

market for some particular item might be captured. As such moves took place,

communities that formerly had little interest in industrial, firms became aware

of the economic value of attracting new industry. Community, area, and utility

development groups were formed in an effort to lure companies to their parti=

cular locations. As proof of the worth of such efforts, the following figures

were compiled by the United States Chamber of Commerce.

'

For every 100 new factory employees, the following will be created?

112 more households in the community
296 additional people
$360,000 annual rental gains, exclusive of plant purchases

51 more school children
Four more retail establishments
17^ more workers employed
107 more passenger cars registered
$270,000 more bank deposits
$590,000 more personal income per year

Thus, considering these expected values, it can be seen that a significant

addition to the economic welfare of the site chosen can be anticipated.

If site selection is so important to both the industrial and the commu-

nity groups, the study of decision-making techniques used in determining lo-

cations appears to provide a wor'tiiwhile research area.

"What New Industrial. Jobs Mean to a Community," United States Chamber
of Commerce, 195^.
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Present Methods

Perhaps the most significant discovery to be made in a study of plant lo°

cation problems is the infinite combination of factors requested by industry,

vdiich are to be filled by communities possessing equally vddely varying char=.

acteristics. The needs of industrial firms differ greatly, as do the offer-

ings of communities. What is good for one company may be wliolly unacceptable

for another. Probably for this reason there has been no standard approach to

the problem throughout industry.

Plant location factors, in general, have been divided into two separate

groups. The first group is composed of those factors which can be directly

evaluated in terms of dollars, such as transportation costs, materials costs,

and labor costs. This group is sometimes called tangible factors. The second

group of factors is termed the intangibles sind includes factors such as the

attitude of a city toward new industry, the quality of schools, climate, rec-

reation facilities, and other factors not capable of direct monetary evaluation.

Because of difficulty in evaluating the intangibles, most present sys=

tepis of plant location stress heavily the former group of factors.

A great many of the discussions of plant location techniques by present

authors assert that transportation cost is the primary production cost vrinich

is a function of plant location, and base the location decision on considera-=

tion of this cost. It is said that all other things being equal, a plant will

want to locate at the point having the lowest aggregate transportation costs.

New facilities should be established at that point idiere a freight advantage

can be reached competitively, A plant location should attempt to neutralize

the freight advantage of competitors.

Working from these preanises, plans have been formulated for calculation



of the cost of purchase of raw materials at various points \mder considera-

tion, and calculation of the cost of shipping goods to market from these vari-

ous points. By simple arithmetic operations the cost of transportation for

these locations can be compared, given the tonnage shipped, the means of ship-

ping, and the shipping rates.

^

Where shipping goods to market is a major cost and raw materials trans-

portation costs are less critical, the approximate location desired can be ob-

tained by computation of the weighted center of the market area. This is a

2
graphical procedure and is carried out as follows:

1 ) An overlay of graph paper is made to cover a large map of the

area to be served.

2) Customer locations are plotted on the graph paper according to

their locations on the map.

3) Horizontal and vertical axis lines are arbitrarily drawn with

their origin in the lower left hand corner of the graph paper so that all

points plotted fall within quadrant 1, the upper right hand sector of the

coordinate system.

^) A uniform scale is laid out along the horizontal (X) axis and

along the vertical (l) axis.

5) The number of distance units along the X axis and Y axis of each

destination are found and recorded in tabular form.

6) Multiply the number of distance units along each axis for each

entry by the volume of tonnage moved to that destination during a repre-

sentative period,

^ Leonard C. Yassen, Plant Location , p. 3*6.

^ Ibid, p. 39.
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7) Determine the arithmetic mean as follows? a) Sum up the values

obtained for step six so that a value is obtained for 2 (X^ T. ) and for
rv

o i i

Z(Y. T. ) where n cities are considered and X. is the distance from the
o 1 i 1

origin to the i city and is the tonnage moving to the i city.

b) Divide the summation values ( Z X.T.J and 2 [Y.T.J ) by IT. , the ton-
o*-ll o il ol

nage moving to all points considered.

The weighted center of the market is found by constructing a per-

pendicular line from the X axis at the point X is equal to the mean vsilue

of distance along the X axis, and similarly constructing a perpendicular

on the Y axis at the mean value of Y. The intersection of the two per=.

pendiculars is the weighted center of the market.

Actual transportation costs for shipping goods to market are found by applying

specific freight rates for those ilocations under consideration that lie close

to the weighted center previously calculated.

Recently, further sophistication has been added to the approach mentioned

above by the use of linear programming techniques,^ Linear programming methods

are useful primarily in finding the most economical location of an addition to

present facilities in terms of variable costs incurred in marketing an item.

They can also be used, however, in locating a new plant by examining the

plant's competitive position. The data required for this analysis is the same

as in the previous method. The transportation costs incurred in supplying

customers in a given city or area must be known. If there are any further

costs which are subject to change due to distance or method of shipping, these

could also be included in the cost figure for an item moved from the factory to

Robert E. Johnson, "Science and Site Selection, " Industrial Develop-
ment . July 1959, 12826.
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its destination. Also, the capacity of each plant or proposed plant must

be known along with the requirements of customers in each area. Using these

data a transportation problem may be constructed for each proposed location,

and the optimal solution obtained for each proposed location. The minimum

cost figure of the optimal solutions would indicate the most economical loca-

tion in terms of transportation costs.

It can be appreciated that many firms would not consider transportation

costs to be the most important location factor. It would be readily admitted

by proponents of the former plans that many other factors must be considered.

Other plans go a step further, and consider a larger number of factors in

reaching a decision. Here again, however, the factors considered are only

those which can be evaluated in terms of dollar costs. A typical schedule of

items which might be considered in a plant location study is shown in the com-

parison chart on the following page.^
*

Although such a comparison would provide a fairly clear picture of the

relative cost of operation in communities under consideration, there are many

other intangible factors to be considered. Such an analysis might be consid=

ered to provide information concerning the most desirable area (speaking in

general terms) in which to locate, since many of the cost factors will not

vary greatly from one community to another in a given area, A study of the

intangible factors is required in pinpointing any location decision.

Many firms and location groups have compiled extensive lists of the intan-

gible or "non-cost" factors to consider. Mere lists, however, tend to result

in large volumes of unmanagable data. In partial answer to this problem one

H. B, Maynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook , ch. 7,. p. 23.
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Comparison Chart

Basic Factors

••resent

Location
City
A

City
B

City
C

City
D

City
E

City
F

Total Transportation Costs

Inbound Materials
Outbound Materials

Total $

Labor
Direct Production
Non-productive

Total $

Plant Overhead
Rent or Carrying Costs

excluding taxes

Additional costs due to

inefficient layout,

lack of siding, etc.

Real Estate Taxes

Personal Property Taxes,

etc.

Fuel for heating purposes
only

Total • $

Utilities
Power
Gas
Water .

Sewage

Total $

State Factors
State Taxes
Workman's Compensation
Insurance

iObaj. ^)

Miscellaneous
Other cost Factors Inher^
ent or Peculiar to Pre-
sent Location(s)

Total $

Grand Total $
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firm proposed a system of "rating" factors. In preliminary studies aimed at

evaluating existing operations of the firm, a list of factors or criteria in

the selection of a new plant site was drawn, and a weight or numerical value

was assigned to each criterion according to the importance of that criterion

to successful operations. Next, tb.e communities vdiich were being considered

as possible plant sites were studied and an attempt was made to determine to

vha.t extent each community possessed each of the previously determined cri-

teria. Each community was rated on each of the criteria on the basis of

poor (0), fair (l), good (2), or excellent (3). The rating given each cri=

teria for each community was multiplied by the previously determined weight

assigned to that criteria, and the community totals for the weighted evalu-

ations were obtained as a sum (for each community) of these products.

It is acknowledged by industry men that these previously developed aids

provide only guides to follow. The difficulty in the development of a more

refined methodological approach to plant location problems is due to the com-

plexity of the problem. Even though it is possible for industry to predict

its needs with some accuracy, the situation rarely arises where these needs

can be ideally fulfilled. In actual practice, the plant location decision

usually is found to hinge on a series of compromises. This, also, marks the

weakness of present numericsl methods of analysis... It has appeared to be im-

possible to design into a system the concept of the interrelationship among

factors of location. There has been no adequate means of representing the

logical decisions through \diich management actually reached a solution. There-

fore, the expression of the relationship of values among factors was left

Walter E. Froehlich, "Associated Spring," Industrial Development .

March I960, 129?12,
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unstated except in the minds of the men performing the work.

This seeming void in plant location procedures suggests the application

of a relatively new tool in the industrial worlds symbolic logic. The follow-

ing section of this thesis is a general explanation of the history and methods

of symbolic logic, lAich in turn is followed by the presentation of a proposed

technique for applying those methods to plant location solutions.
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SIMBOLIC LOGIC

History

Symbolic logic can be thought of as a language that manipulates ideas as

algebra manipulates numbers. It has been said that without algebra, the an=.

cient Egyptian arithmeticians struggled in vain up to 1600 B.C. to find an

answer for the following simple problems What number, plus one-fifth of it-

self, equals twenty one? By modern algebraic methods we xwite the problem as

X + X/5 = 21

,

and solve for

X = 17i»
•

•

'

The difficulty involved in finding the answer without algebraic procedures

can be traced to the fact that the early Egyptians lacked a convenient sym-

bolic method of stating the problem, such as letting X represent an unknown,

and digits (0 to 9) represent numbers, ,

Following a similar train of thought, logicians have sought to develop an

algebra of ideas, or as it is more commonly referred to in modern literature,

a calculus of propositions.

Formal logic, as such, began with the syllogisms of Aristotle, A syl=

logism consists of a major premise and a minor premise, the first making a

statement about a "predicate term'.' and a "middle term", the second about the

same middle term and a "subject term." By elimination of the middle term, one

arrives at the correct conclusion as to the relation of the subject to the

predicate. These syllogisms were generally stated as follows s "All men are

John E. Pfeiffer, "Symbolic Logic," Scientific American , December
1950, I83s22,
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mortal; Socrates is a man; Therefore Socrates is mortal," Greek philosophers

set forth 1^ such syllogisms and believed that they had summed up most of the

operations of reasoning. Latter medieval theologians added five more syllo-

gisms, and for hundreds of years these nineteen syllogisms were the foundations

of the teaching of logic. All during this period there was very little use of

symbols. Occasionally some symbols were used as a kind of shorthand for terms

and propositions, but there was no use of symbols for logical relations

»

Not xmtil the Nineteenth Century did anyone successfully apply symbols

and algebra to logic, in the place of verbalisms of Aristotle and his follow-

ers. In 18^7 George Boole first presented his algebra in the paper, The

Mathematical Analysis of Logic—Being an Essay Toward a Calculus of Deductive

Reasoning. This paper has largely been the basis of the development of sym-

bolic logic since then. For the first time operations of a mathematical type

were systematically and successfully applied to logic. In his paper Boole

stated a set of axioms from vdiich more complex statements should be deduced.

Statements were in algebraic terms, with symbols such as X and Y representing

classes of object. Through this and other related papers Boole became known

as the inventor of symbolic logic.

Folloidjig the presentation of Boole's systrai of algebra, numerous logi-*.

cians and mathematicians, led by Pierce, Schroeder, and Peano, attacked the

study of logic with renewed interest. =

1913 Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand Russell had developed a for-

mal "mathematical logic" using a system of symbols developed by Peano. The

Mathematica Principia . in addition to providing an elaborate derivation of

mathematical concepts, provides the first significant bridge in the gap be-

tween Boole's class concept of logic to the more usable. concept of preposi-

tional calculus.
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In spite of the new interest in logic vfliich was generated by Boole,

Whitehead, Russell, and others, the study of symbolic logic remained one of

only academic interest for many years. One of the first applications of sym-

bolic logic to a business problem was credited to a mathematician employed by

a life insurance company. It was felt that conflicting sets of policy clauses

had been established over a period of years, and symbolic logic was used to

trace such conflicts and to simplify statements where possible.^

Other more recent and widespread applications have been fotmd in the de-

2
sign of the logical circuitry of computing machines. Occasional applications

have been made in product engineering problems involving the design of complex

3
arrangements of switches or valves needed to control an operation, and in

simplifying the statement of production requirements.

In recent years modem logicians have punched the classical Aristotalian

system of logic full of holes and have greatly refined the system of logical

development. Logicians have now rejected some of the original syllogisms, and

reduced the others to only a few theorems. In doing Uiis, logicians have

abandoned one of Aristotle's basic principles, that a statement must be either

ture or false. Some of the men v*io have led the way with the development of

refined logical systems are Post, Rosser, Tarquette, Lukasiewicz, and Tarski,

Sanford S. Ackerman, "Symbolic Logic; A Summary of the Subject and
its Application to Industrial Engineering," Journal of Industrial Engineering .

September-October 1957, 8:263.

2
'

J. P. Laird, "Design by Logic - Automatic Chemical Batching," Mechan-
ical Engineering . January 1958, 80:38.

3
Martin Gardner, "Logic Machines," Scientific American. March 1952,

186:68

Joseph F. McCloskey, and Florence N. Trefethen, editors, Operations
Research for Management , vol. 1, p. 191.

t



to mention a few.

Having followed the general historical development of the systems of

mathematical logic to present times, one can but speculate as to future devel-

opments. It is fairly certain that new applications will be forthcoming from

this virtually untapped body of theory, even though the avenues of extension

are at this time unknown.

Principles of Symbolic Logic

Logic provides techniques for examination of the logical malce-up of any

formal structure. Symbolic logic might well be known as the "algebra of

logic" and is often referred to as mathematical logic. In place of word-

propositions, or functional statements, it substitutes symbols. Relations

between propositions and functions are, furthermore, concisely and unambig-

uously expressed in symbols. The rules of a formal system, given in symbolic

form, then define permissible transformations from one statement to another.

By using such transformations one is enabled to operate upon algebraic expres-

sions.

One of the primary areas of interest in symbolic logic, and one with

tdiich this development is primarily concerned, is the calculus of propositions.

The expression of this discipline is accomplished through the use of two

types of primitive symbols, or symbols ^diich are accepted by definition.

The first of these two is the prepositional symbol . A proposition,

.

briefly defined, is a sentence iidiich says something of a subject. As can read-

ily be appreciated, there are an endless niimber of possible propositions vfliich

could be asserted. For the sake of clarity any capital letter will be chosen

to represent a proposition. For example, the letter A can stand for "The

grass is green", or for a more complex statement, such as "Symbolic logic is a



means of concisely and unambiguously e3q)ressing complex verbal statements".

. The second type of symbol is the operator symbol . For these, certain

special symbols are used to show relations between propositions. These

special symbols and their meaning can be be defined within the framework of

the traditional two-valued calculus of propositions. A calculus of proposi-

tions , by definition, examines the implications of several statements made

concurrently. The calculus of propositions is known as two«s:alued if any

proposition considered can exist in only one of two states — tcue or false.

la other words, the possibility of only two states is admitted for any given

proposition.

One of the simplesrt methods of presenting a description of any operation

is by means of truth tables . Truth tables merely present in matrix form all

possible values of the relations between two asserted propositions, based on

the values of the original propositions asserted.^ The truth values of all

operationally constructed elonents (propositions joined by operator symbols)

are determined by the truth-value of their constituents. This definition of

truth tables can be appreciated in light of the uses ^ich follow.-

Primitive Operator Symbols ^

Dis.iunction ( v ). The first special symbol to be considered is that

of disjunction. A disjunction is formed by the linking of two or more state-

ments with the word "or", and is shown by "v". In case of a two-valued system

the symbol "v" is taken to mean that either one or the other, or both of the

statements asserted are true. This is shown by truth tables as follows:

Susanne K. Langer, Symbolic Logic . 2nd revised edition, p. 352.



Table 1 . Disjunction truth table.

A B A V B

T T T

T F T

F T T

F F F

In Table 1, the letters T and F represent the truth values of true and

false respectively as assigned to the general propositions A and B for a two-

valued system.

The truth values of the asserted disjunction of the propositions (A v B)

are given in the third column and are dependent on the truth values of the

original elements. For example, it can be seen that the disjunction of the

two statements "The sun is shining" and "The sky is overcast" is true when

either or both of the original statements are true. In this case, one might

suggest that a disjunction of the above mentioned statements could have mean-

ing only under certain conditions, as for example, a pilot flying above clouds

and observing both the sun and clouds, or either one of the two.

It is important to point out here that operator symbols have nothing to

do with the truth or falsity of the propositions themselves, just as algebra

is not concerned with the particular physical quantity designated by its

symbols. The operations of symbolic logic can only show that, given certain

premises, certain conclusions are valid. The establishment of factually accu-

rate premises is outside the province of logic? its concern is with the valid-

ity of the conclusions drawn from a given set of facts or assumptions,

Con.iunction ( - ). The second operational symbol indicates a conjunct

tion of statements, or joining two statements by inserting the word "and" be-

tween the statements. To assert the conjunction (A • B) is equivalent to
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saying that both A and B are asserted. That is, the conjunctive statement

can be true only if both parts of the conjunction (both A and B) are true.

In the example used above, the conjuction of the propositions "The sun is

shining" and "The sky is overcast" is true only when both the propositions .

are true. This operation is designated by a dot (•)• Its truth value is as

follows

:

Table 2. Conjunction truth table.

A B A • B

T T T

T F F

F T F

F F F

Thus it is seen above that the conjunction of two statements is true only

when the truth values of each of the constituent statements are' true.

Negation ir^)

.

In a two-valued system of logic the operation of nega-

tion reverses the value or contradicts a statement. Therefore the negation of

a true statement is false (has the value of false) and vice versa. To assert

the negation of B is equivalent to saying "not B" is asserted. If a proposi-

tion B can have only two possible values, true or false, and if it is taken to

have the value of true, then 'vB is the contradiction of B, and has the value

of false. Thus, if B = the sun is shining, -^B = it is not true that the sun

is shining. The truth table representation of this operation is as follows;

Table 3* Negation truth table.

A ^ A

T F

F T

f
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Additional Operator Symbols

Using the above symbols as primitive or defined operations, several other

operations have been developed from these, but are represented by separate op-

erator symbols because of their frequency of use in some applications of the

propositional cailculus.

Implication (O)

.

This operation is generally defined as expressing

the relationship that if the first statement asserted is true, then the second

statement is true. The truth tables indicate that the operation (A 03) is

equivalent to ('^A v B), and they are in fact equal by definition. This can

be seen by observing the truth values given in the columns below the appro-

priate operation heading.

Table Implication truth table.

A B AO B

T T T

T F F

F T T

F F T

A B r^JA V B

T F T T

T F F F

F T T T

F T F T

Equivalence (=)

.

Two statements are said to be equivalent when they

have the same truth value, and the symbolization that two statements are equi-

valent is shown by inserting (=) between the statements. The truth values

are as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5« Equivalence truth table.

A B A= B

T T T

T F F

F T F

F F T

This operation could be used to express the relationship between the two prop-

ositions (AoB) and (^A v B), vriiich is (A0B)= (~A v B), as shown in the

section on implication. This operation is especially useful in expressing

some of the laws governing transformations idiich may be carried out.

From these concepts, an extensive framework of theorems, rules, and argu-

ment forms has been developed in providing a rigid logical system for academic

considerations. The above operations are sufficient for describing the oper-

ations to be performed in this thesis. The presentation of any laws necessary

to follow simplification steps will be made later if needed to understand the

steps taken. The derivation of such transformation theorems involves a great

deal of study in logical developments that is not pertinent to this thesis.

An example of the application of symbolic logic in a production engineer-

ing problem using a modified form of truth tables is shown in the appendix.

This example is intended to show the usefulness of symbolic logic in dealing

with coir^jlex problems.

McCloskey and Trefethen, loc cit.
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APPLICATION OF SYMBOLIC LOGIC TO PLANT LOCATION

General Development

The technique to be presented is based on the laws of symbolic logic.

The conclusions reached through the application of symbolic logic to the prob-

lem of plant location are not unique in the sense that they can be derived

through no other procedures. On the contrary, symbolic logic itself is merely

an ordered method of handling propositions, and its methods of solution are

characterized by deductive reasoning and symbolic notation of propositions.

Therefore, anyone possessing the powers of deductive reasoning, and the ability

to arrive at symbolic notations for propositions could possibly reach solutions

in a given problem as well as could a person schooled in symbolic logic. The

same thing is true of the technique presented here, and in fact, of most tech-

niques of problem solution. This, however, does not detract from the useful-

ness of analytical techniques in gereral, or the use of symbolic logic in plant

location in particular.

The behavior of logicail relations, such as v and •, (disjunction and con-

junction) is the basis of this development. These relations hold among prop-

ositions, the terms of such logical relations are propositions themselves, and

the propositions to which these relations give rise are in fact propositions

about propositions.

These relations have formal properties as all relations do. It can be

set forth initially that we shall denote propositions by the symbols of the

alphabet .

Aj 69 Cp o • • o •

» 9 » • • • •
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A.

as needed in the expressions which they sjnnbolize.

The operations which will be used to relate the propositions concerning

plant location factors are as follows

t

These operations on logical statements can be carried out for the case involv-

ing more than two possible alternatives of a given proposition as well as when

there are only two such possible alternatives, as was the case in the truth

tables seen earlier.^

The need for a many-valued system of logic can be recognized when one

realizes that the factors of plant location problems are always present in

varying degrees rather than either being present or not present. The very

core of the location problem lies in the proper matching of the various degrees

of all factors available. For this reason the many-valued system of logic is

used to provide the more complex framework needed for the problem.

In the development of a many-valued system, the concept of probability is

2
introduced. The various levels ot possible levels of truth values which are

admitted of a particular system are based on the probability of occurrence of

each level. Thus, while T (truth value sometimes given as 1) was thought of

as being the symbol for truth in a two-valued system, it is thought of in a

many-valued system as the segment of a class of items which is most likely to

( V ) Disjunction

( • ) Conjunction

( ) Negation

1

2



be realized or the most likely occurrence' out of the possible occurrences.

The situation to be studied requires a definition along the lines of the level

of a given location factor which will most probably give success. For example,

the particular city size which management feels will best suit its operations

is rated as (1), and less desirable sizes given correspondingly higher numer-

ical ratings.

The definition of operations involving many-valued systems will be shown

through the use of truth tables „ as was done for two-valued systems. It is

also desirable to develop a verbal explanation of these operations lest it be

felt that the truth tables represent an arbitrary manipulation in themselves,

Dis.iunction, The operation of disjunction allows a choice of one propo-

sition, or the others out of two propositions, or the choice of both proposi-

tions. Any time such a choice is offered, the better of the two choices is

taken. That is, if there is a factor A ranked as 3s and a factor B ranked as

1 , then the value of (A v B) would be taken as 1 , triiere 1 is the evaluation of

proposition B and is the better of the two choices. Following this line of

reasoning, the truth table for disjunction involving a universe having n

possible values for each factor is given as follows? ' '

'

Table 6. Disjunction truth table.

(v) 2 3 « o n

1
^

1 e 1

2 2 2 o o o 2

3 2 3 o 3

2 3 o o k

o
o • e
« 9 6

n 1 2 3 a n

Paul C, Rnsenblooms The Elements of Mathematical Logic . P. 52.
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Table 6 is read by locating the desired truth value for one proposition

in the first row, the desired truth value of another proposition in the first

column, and the truth value of the disjunction of propositions is read at the

intersection of the selected column and row, "

The construction of the table assumes that the assertion of a proposition

concerning a specific level of a factor also includes the assertion of all j :

less desirable levels of the factor,^ To say that a community possesses the

most desirable level of a factor also implies that the less desirable levels

of a factor are possessed. The value of the disjunction of two propositions

is given by the highest individual ranking.

Con.iimction. The operation of conjunction was previously said to be true,

in the case of only two alternative values of a proposition, vihen both propo-

sitions asserted were true and false in all other cases. For the case allow-

ing n possible alternatives, the combination of two propositions can be no

better than either of the asserted propositions. If a factor A is ranked as

3, and a factor B is ranked as 1 , as in the previous example, the conjunction

(A • B) wotild have the ranking of 3, where 3 is the evaluation given to propo-

sition A. The combination of A and B, limited by the low ranking of A, follows

the rule that the conjunction of two propositions has the ranking of their

highest common ranking. If there are five possible levels of a proposition,

a ranking of 2 for one factor and a ranking of 3 for another factor are con-

sidered to have the ranking of 5, k, and 3 in common. A greater rank can be

thought of as containing all lesser ranks.

The conjunctive truth table is given on the: following page.
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Table 7 . Conjunctibn truth table

.

\ »

;

1
o
c. n

1 1 2 3 s • n

oc o
c.

oC • • n

3 3 3 3 n

4 » n

• a • « » •

• • • o •

• • «

n n n n < n

Negation <, The operation of negation asserts the contradiction of a given

statement. When a two-valued system of logic was considered, the negation of

one value, of necessity, was the assertion of the other remaining value. That

is, idien only two values are possible in a system, such as 1 and 0, or true

and false, the negation of the value 1, or true, automatically means that the

one remaining value of 0, or false, is being asserted. This is the same as

saying an object is either black or white, and that it is not black. There-

fore, we are saying it is white. One could also say a person has two coins,

a nickel and a dime, in his pocket. If one is withdrawn, and the statement

is made that the value of the coin withdrawn was not 10 cents, this coin must

be the nickel, and the coin still in the pocket is the dime.

The situation becomes more complex in the case of a many-valued system,

and cannot be represented by one simple expression. For example, one might

visualize a person having different coins in his pocket, ranging in value

from a penny to a half dollar. To say that a coin withdrawn from the group

does not have a value of 10 cents (meaning equal to or greater than 10 cents)

Rosser and Turquette, loc cit.
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means only that the coin in mind is not a dime, quarter, or half dollar.

Using the convention adopted by the authors of the many-valued system of

logic, it would be said that we could have a nickel, since the lesser value

of the penny is common to the value of the nickel. Therefor^, as shown in the

table, the negation of level J of a given factor means that it is not possible

to have levels 1, 2, or 3i since level 3 is a common part of each of these

higher levels. It is possible to have level ^, because 3 is not a common

part of ^. The negation of level or ranking n is a special case where n acts

as in a two-valued system. By the logicians' definition the negation of n

is 1, as shown in the table.

Generally speaking, the negation of any level (n-1) is equivalent to
"

assertion of level n, and the negation of n is taken as the assertion of level

one ( 1 )

.

Table 8. Negation truth table.

A A

1 2

2 3

3

5

«
ft

«

*

•

n-1 n

n 1

Because of the added complexity of the negation operation in the many-

valued system of logic, propositions should be stated in positive terms when

possible. An example of a situation involving such a statement would be the

Rosenbloom, op cit. p. 53.
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verbalization of the factor of "percent of foreign element in work force".

This factor can be handled more easily if it is positively stated (i.e., it

is most desirable to have a certain small percentage of the work force made

up of fofaigti tiorii-Horkers ). rather than negatively stated (i.e., it is most

desirable not to have a certain higher percentage of the work force made up

of foreign bom workers). f
'

-

Using the above notations, in various combinations, most propositions can

be expressed in sjonbolic language.

It is proposed that the basic laws applying to the calculus of proposi-

tions be utilized to present the logical statements written concerning the

various plant location factors, and that operations as defined by truth tables

of a many-valued sjrstem be used to relate these factors

Approach to Problem

The object of the study is to provide a means of simplifying the deci-

sion making process involved in site selection. The desired end in mind is to

develop a technique whereby the actual handling and processing of plant loca-

tion data can be reduced to mere clerical work rather than work requiring the

time of management personnel. It is further believed that such a technique

would in fact reduce the decision making duties of management for the follow?-.

i

ing reasons

s

1) Concise statement and presentation of decisions concerning the

relative importance of location factors would eliminate much redundancy

in management's tasit' of site selection. A final decision of the relative

importance of each factor bbis± bfe.-mada if managgment ' is to bfeoable to se-

lect a site, but at present these decisions are often not clearly stated.

This is especially true with factors lAich cannot be compared in terms of
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dollars,

2) Once a series of decisions has been made by management concern-

ing plant location, the use of a technique as proposed allows comparisions

to be made of many cities either by mechanical processing equipment or by

clerical employees.

The initial step in attacking a location problem is to determine the

factors which will be making some contribution, either positive or negative,

to the success of the firm to be located. For the purpose of this thesis, lo=

cation "factors" are defined as a rather broad designation, such as transpor-

tation, utilities, taxes, et cetera, "Sub-factors", -idiich are combined to

form the factors, are more narrowly defined, with examples of these being air

transportation, rail transportation, et cetera, making up the transportation

factor. Further subdivision might be made into the elements making up each

sub-factor. Examples of this would be cost of rail service, Wcirehousing

facilities, frequency of service, reliability of service, special inducements

offered, et cetera.

As indicated earlier, the variability of the importance of specific fac-

tors, even within a given industry, is such that selection of factors for lo-

cation must be made on an individual basis geared to the objectives of the

individual firm.

Immediately following the determination by the firm of the factors, sub-

factors, and elements of importance in location, the use of symbolic logic

enters into the plant location problem.

In an effort to present the technique as clearly as possible, a brief

example is given below, using five rankings as desirability levels within each

location element. Assuming that the management of a firm knows, what is best

for its firm, nTmbricallvaliliea3were-aasignBdJt4j.eaeh.:levBl 'of . a^^-giveri.location
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element to indicate the relative importance within an element.

Example 1.

Population of Metropolitan Area (Element)

1) 90,000 to 110,000

2) 110,000 to 150.000 or 50,000 to 90,000

3) Over 150,000 or 30,000 to 50,000

4) 20,000 to 30,000

5) Below 20,000

In the example above the level 1) is the most desirable level, and cor=

responds to the 90,000 to 110,000 population brackets Similarly, the second

most desirable level is number 2), corresponding to a larger population,

110,000 to 130,000 and also including a lower population bracket, 50,000 to

90,000. The other levels are interpreted in the same manner.

Following this pattern for each location element to be considered within

each sub-factor, a tabular listing, as in the example shown, of the relative

importance or desirability of each level in a given location element is set

up„

Having developed the relative importance levels for the various elements

of the sub-factors to be considered, it is then necessary to make a statement

relating these propositions (importance levels) within each sub-factor of the

location problem. Statements must be made relating sub-factors within factors

of plant location and finally factors must be related to reach an overall rat-

ing factor.

Example 2, Consider the sub-factor of "population of the area in which

to locate", Tidaich might be within the larger factor of "community character-

istics", including such other sub-factors as housing, schools, hospitals, et

cetera.
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The sub-factor can be broken down into the following four areas for the

purpose of consideration'; Population of metropolitan area? population within

30 mile radius in addition to metropolitan area; relation of 1950 to I96O pop-

ulation of total area mentioned above; and distance to a major cityo

The levels of importance for each element can be assumed to have been se=

lected by management as follows?

a) Population of Metropolitan Area

1) 90,000 to 110,000

2) 110,000 to 150,000 or 50,000 to 90,000

3) Over 150,000 or 30,000 to 50,000
4) 20,000 to 30,000
5) Below 20,000

B) Population within 30 mile radius (excluding metropolitan area)

1) 30,000 and above

2) 20,000 to 30,000

3) 10,000 to 20,000
k) 5,000 to 10,000

5) Below 5,000

C) Relation of 1950 to I96O population

1) Increase of from 10 to 20 per cent

2) Increase of from 20 per cent on up
3) Increase of from to 10 per cent
4) No change

5) Any decrease

D) Distance to Major City

1) Up to 40 miles
2) 40 to 75 miles

3) 75 to 100 miles
4) 100 to 150 miles

5) 150 miles or above

As a means of relating these decisions which it has been assumed that man-

agement has made, a statement must be made concerning all such propositions as

are given above. Such a statement might read as follows s If a city is to be

acceptable, then it must have the most desirable population bracket possible,

or be in the most desirable distance bracket possible from a major city, and
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have the best possible area population and show specified growth tendencies,

Witten in symbolic language, this statement would be given as

(A V B) • C . D.

This expression can then be evaluated by use of the truth tables for con-

junction and disjunction. The conjunctive and disjunctive truth tables for a

five-valued system are given below.

Table ^« Disjunctive truth table.

(v) 1 2 3 k 5

1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 2 2 2 2

3 1 2 3 3 3

k 1 2 3 k

5 1 2 3 k 5

Table 10. Conjunctive truth table.

(0 1 2 3 4 5

1 1 2 3 5

2 2 2 3 k 5

3 3 3 3 k 5

k 4 k 4 k 5

5 5 5 5 5 5

Carrying the case further, three hypothetical cities are considered, and

the various levels of the elements being studied are shown below for each

city,

«

Table 11, Table of elements A, B, C, and D possessed by cities X, Y, and Z,

City Elements

A B C D

X 1 2 3 1

T 2 1 2
Z 3 3 2 1
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The overall rating of each city for the elements of "population of area" can

be evaluated using the tables presented above.

It should first be pointed out that, by the principle of association, the

placement of parenthesis in separating similar operations has no effect on the

result of the operations. For this reason the answer obtained is in no way

dependent on the sequence in which the operations are carried out. The prin-

ciple of association states that an expression consisting entirely of a number

of like operations is not affected by the placement of the parenthesis. It is

symbolically written

P »(Q « R)=(P o Q) « R= P o Q ' R

P v(Q V R)=(P V Q) V R =P V Q V R,

Due to this freedom the answer could be obtained in mariy ways, but the order

of occurrence of the symbols in the statement will be used as the order of so-

lution in the example.

The first step is to find the value of the disjunction of statements A

and Bo Using city X as an example, it can be seen that the city possesses

level 1 of element A and level 2 of element B. The disjunction of A and B,

using these values, is found in Table 9 by letting the first column (or row)

of numbers represent the five levels of element A and letting the first row

(or column) of numbers represent the levels of element B, The value of the

disjunction of these two elements is found by reading across in the appropri-

ate row (or column) for element A (level 1), and reading down the appropriate

column (or row) for element B (level 2) until finding the square lying at the

intersection of the row and column chosen. The value or ranking found in this

square is U This is another way of saying that since either A or B was accep.

table, it is concluded that the most desirable of the two elements, or the

element contributing the more positive effect, shall determine the ranking for



that part of the evaluation.

A = 1

g — 2
(A V B) = (1 V 2) = 1

The next part of the statsnent to be evaluated is the conjunction of

(A V B) ' C„ Here the statement is made that both A or B, and C are desired.

Using the conjunctive truth table as the disjunctive truth table was used, the

first step is to select the first row (or column) figures to represent the

possible iBvfels df j^A'vB) and select the first column (or row) of values to

represent the possible values or levels of C, Reading the value or ranking in

the square lying at the intersection of the row indicating level 1 and the col-

umn representing level 3s the value 3 is iound.

(A V B) = 1

C = 3
(A V B) » C = 1 . 3 = 3

Finishing the statenent by evaluating the conjunction of (A v B) • C = 3

and D = 1 in exactly the same manner as was done in the preceding step, the

overall rating is found to be 3». Thus city X has a rating of 3 on the sub-

factor of "population of the area considered for location" » The rating for

cities T and Z are found in the same manner, and are found to have the overall

ratings as shown belowo

City X» s rating = 3
City Vs rating = 4
City Z s rating = 3

When ratings are obtained for each sub=factor of a factor „ a statement

must be made relating the sub-factors within a factor and an overall rating

given to the factor. Finally, the same process is repeated in relating the

factors and an overall rating obtained.

The example presented is admittedly quite sirtqsle. Going a step further,

consider the case involving eight sub-factors making up a factor. These sub-
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factors and the ranking of each for a given city is given below.

Table 12. Ranking of eight sub-factors for a hypothetical city.

Factor A .B C D E F G H

Ranking 1 2 1 3 2 5 3

Assume the following relationship was found to exist; We must have

^A and (B or C) and (D or E) and F and (H or G)] or, we must have [{(A and B)

or (C and D and E)^ and (F and G and H)] or [[(A and H) or (B and G)} and-[(C

and D) or (E and F)]].

Using logical symbols, this is written as follows!

CA • (B V C) • (D V E) . F . (H v G)] v [{(A • B) v (C • D • E)} « (F • G • H)J

V [((A • H) V (B • G)] . [(C . D) V (E ' F)]l. Evaluating the relationship by

using truth tables, the following result is obtained.

[1 • (2 V 1) . (3 V 4) . 2 • (3 V 5)J v[[(1 . 2) V (1 . 3 • 4)] • (2 ^ 5 » 3)1

v[[(l . 3) V (2 . 5)j • fd • 3) V (4 . 2)]J

Further simplification yields the following;

D • (1) • (3) • 2 . (30 V . (5)] v[f(3) V (5)} • {(3) v (4)]]

3 V (2 . 5) V (3 . 3)

3v5v3

Overall rating = 3«

The complexity of the problem can be appreciated as the number of sub=factors

being considered increases. However, because the different components can be

reduced to relatively simple tables, offfering a concise means of handling the

variables involved, the difficulty of handling need not become prohibitive.
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SUMMARY MD CONCLUSIONS

The application of symbolic logic to industrial plant location problems

is believed to offer a useful step in the development of more effective deci-

sion-making methods.- A great volume of literature is available discussing the

influence of each of the many factors of plant location of the selection of a

site. In sharp contrast, it was found that very little was offered in the

form of a technique yielding a final solution. This leaves management's de-

cision-maker with little more to guide him than his own judgement or "feel"

for the problem.

This difficulty is compounded in the case of the small industry executive,

since plant location requires skills and knowledge T^daich are needed only once

in a lifetime in the operations of many firms,

A study of plant location problems indicated that the greatest difficulty

was found in attempting to systematically analyze the large quantities of data

required to reach a decision in site selection. This difficulty led to con-

sideration of symbolic logic as a possible means of handling the data. It is

the feeling of the writer that the system presented offers two valuable addi-

tions to techniques applicable to plant location problems.

First, the method presented provided for setting dovm in rigid form the

procedure of relating factors as is done in deductive reasoning. ^ develop-

ing a logical structure of prepositional statements, the mental operations

necessary to evaluate the overall ranking of a city or to evaluate the ranking

of a factor and sub-factor can be symbolically stated, objectively examined,

and sometimes simplified by logical transformations.

It is important to remember that each factor, sub-factor, and element

considered under this technique is al'so considered in some way at the present

time, under present methods. In many cases, however, the difficulties arising
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in the analysis of factors which cannot be evaluated in terms of dollars

forces management to accept a superficial analysis of these factors.

The second addition to present techniques offered in this thesis is a

means of evaluating the complex propositions which are formulated stating a

given firm's location needs. The worth of such a method can be appreciated

when considering the complexity of the situation being dealt with. Some plant

location handbooks suggest approximately 700 different points to consider in

locating a plant. Compound this number by the statements of relationships

among elements within a sub-factor, those among sub-factors within factors,

and finally the relationships existing among factors. The difficulites aris-

ing in seeking to analyze even a small portion of these relationships by ver-

bal or mental images is easily appreciated.

It is the feeling of the writer that the application of symbolic logic to

the analysis of plant location factors shows more promise in the area of qual-

itative factors than in the area of quantitative factors. The reasoning behind

this is quite simple. If a firm possesses adequate quantitative information to

determine the actual cost to the company as a result of utilizing a given fac-

tor, sub-factor, or element, there is little reason to translate this informa-

tion into qualitative terms. This statement suggests further that the specif-

ic factors, sub-factors, and elements, to which symbolic logic could be most

usefully applied depends on the information available to the company. The

factors to which a qualitative evaluation is applicable are believed to be

analyzed effectively by the method presented.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to study either the forces which

lead management to identify given factors as being important to the success of

"Outline for Expansion," Industrial Development . October 1959, 128;8'!4-.
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their firm, nor to study the actual effect which these factors have on the

firm's success » It is felt that a great deal could be contributed to the

"science" of plant location by applying the principles of decision theory to

the general problem of determining the relative ranking of location factors.

Also, a great deal of study is needed in the determination of the actual con-

tribution of a given factor to the success of the firm. This could perhaps

be studied by breaking down industries into their Standard Industrial Classi-

fication categories, and would involve study of location factors by indus-

tries o

^

As a final comment on future work it is suggested that work could be done

to adapt this procedure to solution by electronic computing devices. It can

be seen that only a limited number of basic operations and rules for perform-

ing transformations on logical propositions are needed. Such a repetitive

system would seem to lend itself readily to computer solution.

Refers to Industrial code n\unbers used to classify products, as pre-
sented in the "Standard Industrial Classification Manual," published by the
United States Bureau of the Budget, 1957.
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SYMBOLIC LOGIC IN PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

To illustrate the manner in which symbolic logic might be used in an ac-

tual problem, an example from the field of production engineering might be de-

scribed.

One manufacturer knew that he could produce a certain three-piece mech-

anism of higher quality and at a lower cost by redesigning. The problem was

to decide which metal to use for each of the three parts. On the basis of en-

gineering decisions, it is determined that there are five substances viiich

might be used in component #1 of the product, six substances vAiich might be

used in component #2, and three which might be used component #3« Mathe-

matically, 90 possible new combinations should have been developed for testing

and evaluation. Research and development of all these combinations would have

been too costly, so symbolic logic was used to simplify the selection.

Certain combinations of material created frictional or electrical charac-

teristics that could not be tolerated. A list was prepared of the restrictions

to be placed on combinations. For example, if metal A were the first compo=

nents then metals D or E could not be used for the second and metal J was un-

suitable for the third. Similarly, if metal B vjere the first component, then

metals D or E could not be used as the second and J was unsuitable for the

third. The full list of suitable and unsuitable combinations is given below.

The first five propositions correspond to requirements of the five materials

to be used for the #1 component, the next six propositions refer to the mate=

rials used in #2 component and the last three propositions apply to the ma-

terials used for #3 component. The materials which can be used in a given

component and the designation of the proposition applying to each material

are shoxm in Table 13 prior to the statements of materials restrictions.



Table 13^ Propositions pertaining to materials
Available for each component.

Proposition Substance in Component

#1 #2 #3

a A
b B
c C

a D
e E
f E

g F
h G
i H

3 I

k J

1 A
m F
n G

Statements of materials restrictions are given below,

( 1 ) aO ('^i • '^j • '^-'k* '^l)

(2) b 0(<N-.j. ~k'^n)
(3) c o(r^f.

(4) dO^/vf . ^h' /vm)

(5) e 0(rJf rvg» ^i. ^j. /vk» r^l'/vm)

(6) f 0(^c» ^d' /^/e• A/n)

(?) g o(.-ve' A/m' /N/n)

(8) hO(^d)
(9) i ^ ('va< /v^e- /^l • A/m)

(10) j o(rua' Ayb» c A/e)

(11) k o(/va' A^b'^e' /vm)

(12) 1 o(#va^ A/e* r^h)

(13) in ^('^C' -^d- /v/e« ^g' /^i» /vk)

(14) n o(~bo ~f . A/g)

For example, statement (2) says that if substance B (refer to table above) is

used, substance I and substance J cannot be used for #2 component, and sub-

stance G cannot be used for the #3 component

»

Setting these propositions given above into the form of Table 14, it be-

comes a matter of routine examination to eliminate the combinations of ele-

ments that are not possible from the total list of combinations available.
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Examination of the table shows that only 19 out of the possible 90 com-

bination remain as usable alternatives after logical analysis in terms of the

materials restrictions.

Table 14. Tabular form of materials propositions.

Substance Substances for Component

in compo™
nent

A R C D E E F G H I J A F G

#1 #2 #3 d u c d e f g h i J k 1 m n

a A N N N N

b B N N N

c C N N N

d D N N N

e E N N N N N N N

f E N N N N

g F N N N

h G N

1 H N N N N

I N N N N

k J N N N N

1 A N N N

m F N N N N N N

n G N N N

Table 1'^- above was constructed by placing an N at each point where the

materials restrictions statements indicated that a material could not be used.

For example, propositions b indicates that materials I and J cannot be used in

#2 component, and that material G cannot be used in #3 component, when material

B is used in #1 component. Therefore, on the row designated as proposition b,

and N is placed under propositions (substances) j, k, and n.

The analysis of the propositions is performed by checking each component

of each possible combination that could be used to manufacture a given item.

These combinations would be the groupings of propositions a'f«l, a»f»m, a,f'n,

a»g«l, et cetera, until all combinations were formed. Then the three compo-

nents of a given group (i.e. a-f-m) are examined by means of the chart to see
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if any of the initial statements of the materials restrictions prevent the use

of this particular grouping of materials for production. Examination of the

chart shows that proposition (a) allows the use of materials E and F for #2

and #3 components respectively. Similar examination of proposition (f) for

materials A and G for #1 and #3 components and proposition (n) for materials

A and E in #1 and #2 components reveals that the group of materials specified

by propositions a'f^m is stiitable for production purposes^ If an N had been

encountered at any point in the previous examination of the grouping that par-

ticular grouping of materials would have been eliminated from the possible

production combinations.

In addition to the restrictions first stated, the cost accounting depart-

ment then calculated production and material costs for the remaining 19 combi-

nations. The cost of materials will be considered to be acceptable for those

metals costing no more than above present material costs. In other, -words,

the cost of materials will be considered a true proposition for figures of 110/2

or less. The conversion cost proposition will be considered true, (acceptable)

for figures of $80,000 or less. The operating cost proposition will be consid-

ered true for figures of 105^ or less. The Y' s in the performance character-

istics will be considered true. With the lower case letters again used for the

prepositional components, the additional propositions are given below.

(1) ao(/-v>p'q' /-v/r.S't'u)

(2) bo (/v/p-q- /Nir°S't' <%;u)

(3) co( p.^q.r.S't.^u)
(k) d O (/^-^p^q. A/r.S't-u)
(5) e o( -vp.q.r.s- '>^t«u)

(6) f o(/>jp«q.r»s»t'u)

(7) g o(poq.r»s. f^t-u)

(8) h oCp'q'r'S"^ t^<x/u)

(9) io(p.q.r.S't'/vu)
(10) j o (p*q«r.s»t. '^-'u)

(11) k o(p.q.rc.s. (^t.u)

(12) 1 o(p»q.r.s. '^t«u)
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(13) nio(p«qT«3.t.u)
(14) no(p»rvqor«r>-'S.tor^>u)

(15) s

(16) q
(17) P V r

(18) t V u

These propositions can be placed in table form for easier reference as

the propositions were which were given first.

Table 15» Table of cost accounting restrictions.

Pro- Substance Cost of each Conversion Operating Performance

posi- in compo- Material, % Cost, $1000 Cost, 5 Characteris-

tion nent tic

#1 #2 #3 p VAjp q VA/q r VrvT s t u

a A iiO Y 75 „_ Y 130 N Y Y
b B 95 ... Y 80 Y 150 N Y Y N

c C 80 Y 105 N 95 Y Y Y N

d D 120 N 60 Y 110 N Y Y Y

e E 170 — N 150 N 60 Y Y N Y
f E 170 N 20 Y 60 Y Y Y Y

g F 95 Y 30 Y 85 Y Y N Y

h G 80 Y 15 100 Y Y N N

i H 95 Y 35 -.^ Y 90 Y Y Y N

3 I 110 .„ Y 10 ™„ Y 90 Y Y Y N

k J 105 Y ifO Y 75 Y V Y N
1 A 110 — Y 90 N 130 N Y Y N
in F 95 Y 80 Y 85 Y Y Y Y
n G 80 Y 90 N 100 Y N Y N

Using the above restrictions as stated in the additional propositions,

the list of the groups or combinations of materials that are acceptable from

the production standpoint can be reduced from 19 to 2. Using the combination

examined in the previous table, a^f^m, and checking Table 15 against the

requirements set down in propositions (15) to (18), it can be seen that each

of the materials in the group meets the test of having (s) true, (q) trae,

having either or both (p v r) true, and having either or both (t y u) true.

Therefore this combination of a^f^ia is one of the acceptable combinations.

The final analysis leaves only two combinations to study, as compared to
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the original 90 combinations presented for consideration. The problem of

development and testing these two combinations before making a final choice

was simple compared with the perplexing problem of 90 combinations the company-

first faced.
^

McCloskey and Trefethen, loc cit.
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The problem of plant location continues to be a vexing one to industrial-

ists and to communities. Traditional methods of determining location have not

proven entirely satisfactory, especially in attempting to include the quali-

tative elements and their interrelationships.

In this thesis, a technique of handling these qualitative factors is

proposed, analyzed, and explained. The basic concept is the application of

symbolic logic methods to the location problem,, While older methods are at

least as satisfactory for handling quantitative factors such as transpor-

tation costs, taxes, and utilities, they fail to provide for inclusion of

such qualitative factors as the effect of city size, community attitudes,

schools, and professional services.

Thus, some new approach was required in order to advance the decision-

making techniques in this area. Symbolic logic seems to hold promise for

this purpose.

The method developed involves the logical relations of conjunction,

disjunction, and negation, A brief explanation of these relations is as

follows

!

conjunction? The assertion of factors common to two propositions.
(0

The assertion of the conjunction of factors A and B is

inteirpreted as asserting whatever possesses both A and

B. To say that we want (A'B) is to say that we want

whatever possesses both A and B.

disjunctions The assertion of factors stated in either of two
(v)

propositions stated, or in both propositions. The

assertion of the disjunction of A and B is interpreted

as asserting whatever possess either A, or B, or both

A and B, To say that we want (A v B) is to say that
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we want -vrfiatever possesses A, or or both A and B.

negation s The contradiction or denial of a factor asserted in

a proposition. To say that we want <vA is to say that

we do not want A.

Using the above relations, propositions can be written expressing the re-

lations which management believes to exist. These propositions are first

written to express the desired relationships among elements within a sub-

factor, such as elements of the area surrounding the city, and growth trends

within the sub-factor of total area population. Propositions are then written

to express the relationships among sub-factors within factors, and finally the

relationships among factors are evaluated to provide an over=all rating.

A ranking procedure, applied to the levels of a given factor which might

be encountered is utilized in a special form of truth tables. Through the use

of these truth tables the propositions which related elements, sub-factor, and

factors can be evaluated and analyzed for the purpose of decision-making.

The combined use of traditional methods and symbolic logic techniques is

suggested for the actual decision process as required for industry. The pro-

cedures set forth are viewed as practical tools rather than merely as theoret-

ical developments.


